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The Edict (decret-lege) dated March 31st, 1938, dissolved 
all the political parties, associations and groups existing 
in Rumania. The dissolution of the political parties most 

seriously affected the national minorities — in particular the 
Hungarian national minority comprising two million persons. 
For by the dissolution of the minority parties the minorities 
were left entirely without support of any kind for the defence 
of their political, cultural, economic and other rights; the 
minority parties not having been merely the representatives 
of political interests, but —  as may be seen in the case of the 
Hungarian minority living in Rumania, the two million 
members of which were all included in the National Hun
garian (Magyar) Party of Rumania — bodies representing 
organically and comprehensively every phase of the respective 
national minority's life.

Nearly twelve months later there was established the 
only party allowed to exist —  the "National Renaissance 
Front" —  within the framework of which the national minori
ties were enabled to "assert, within the framework of their 
own sub-sections, all the rights ensured them by the laws in 
force.” The national minorities of Rumania — being left no 
choice in the matter —  opened negotiations with the Govern
ment and came to an agreement. The German minority was 
allotted one seat (1) on the board (directorium) of the United
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Party consisting of 30 Members and six (6) seats on tbe 
Executive Committee (Supreme National Council) consisting 
of 150 Members.

In terms of the agreement concluded on January 17th, 
1939, between the leaders of the Hungarian (Magyar) min
ority of Rumania and the Government, the Hungarians are 
also to join the sole political party — the "National Renais
sance Front" — en bloc, in which party — according to the 
statement made by Government —  all Rumanian citizens, 
irrespectively of their racial origin, are to be treated with 
absolute equality. The Hungarian national minority living in 
Rumania is to be given one (1) seat on the Party’s Executive 
Committee consisting of 30 Members and six (6) seats on 
the Supreme National Council consisting of 150 Members. In 
parishes (villages) of mixed population separate Hungarian 
(Magyar) sections will be established. Hungarians too are to 
be appointed to the party secretariats in numbers in propor
tion to their quota of the population.

In terms of the agreement all the professional organisa
tions of the Hungarians are to be absorbed en bloc in the 
respective professional organisations now existing, they being 
guaranteed a proportionate representation in the executive 
bodies. And, finally, the agreement ensures the Hungarian 
minority the right to establish a separate organisation for 
cultural, economic and social purposes — no political mani
festations being allowed however in that organisation, such 
manifestations being allowed only in the "National Renais
sance Front".

The fact may be established that the national minorities 
of Rumania were left no other choice, the only possibility of 
obtaining political representation being to join the sole poli
tical party en bloc.

Only the practical experience of the future will show 
whether the national minorities will really enjoy the treat
ment which they are entitled to claim by virtue of their quotas 
of the population and of their economic and moral import
ance? Events so far seem to prove just the opposite. The fact 
may already be established that the minorities — and in 
particular the Hungarian (Magyar) minority comprising two
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million souls — have not been given any representation in the 
intellectual professions section of the Supreme National 
Council of the sole political party in the country. The only 
sign that this section — which contains 50 Members — is 
aware at all of the existence of the national minorities is that 
a seat has been allotted therein to Dragomir Silviu, the Mi
nority Government Commissioner. Nor is there any repre
sentative of the minorities in the intellectual professions 
group of the Central Directorium either.

The new adjustment of professions, which concentrates 
the several branches of occupation in separate corporations, 
has already placed the minorities in the group of “ second- 
rate" citizens, the building contractors belonging to minorities 
being classed by the Drarft Bill as "Members with restricted 
rights".

We cannot but comment on the recent broadcast address 
on the minority question of the Rumanian Minister of the 
Interior, M. Calinescu. In the first place we cannot refrain 
from calling in question the statement made by M. Calinescu 
to the effect that nowhere in the world is the lot of minorities 
better or the treatment meted out to them more favourable 
that in Rumania. As against this statement the fact is that 
the national minorities driven within the new frontiers of 
Rumania have for the past twenty years been deprived of 
even their most elementary rights, the Rumanian Government 
not having fulfilled one jot or tittle of the obligations under
taken by Rumania under the Minority Treaty. The Rumanian 
Constitution itself takes absolutely no cognizance whatsoever 
of the national minorities — nearly five million souls — living 
in Rumania, declaring Rumania to be “a united national State 
without respect of racial origin or of denomination". Numbers 
of Rumanian laws, orders and official measures run counter 
to and are in open defiance of the provisions of the Minority 
Treaty. Furthermore, the manner of execution of the laws and 
orders is quite different in the case of the minorities, a circum
stance which leaves no doubt as to those minorities being re
garded as “ second-rate” citizens. Nor is there any truth in 
the statement of the Minister to the effect that the minorities 
may freely use their mother tongues; just the opposite is
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true, as may be seen from the innumerable grievances of the 
kind dealt with in the columns of our Review. In courts of 
law the minorities can use their own languages only through 
interpreters; and even in commercial life there are restrictions 
on the use of minority languages — e. g. in the texts of shop- 
signs etc. The minorities are not allotted — as they should 
be under Article 10 of the Minority Treaty — an "equitable 
share” of the public assets; while the amounts granted to the 
minorities out of the State grants to the churches are veritably 
mere gifts of charity. It is true, indeed, that minority citizens 
may be public servants; but the ranks of such are decimated 
by the language test that has already become an institution, 
by the application of which minority public servants who had 
served their country faithfully for decades have been dis
missed and thrown on the streets without pensions or even 
composition. And, finally, the minorities, which have been 
practically dispossessed by the Rumanian Government, in 
their economic development too have to suffer from a lack 
of that equitable treatment which the Rumanian Minister of 
the Interior would fain have us believe is a reality.
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